Abstract: In this work, a study of the mapping capabilities of neunfuny networks in relation to conventional neural nets is carried out. Two representative systems, one a time series model and the other an actual chemical process are studied to analyze the ability of the empirical structure to capture complex nonlinear dynamics. The superiority of the neuro-fuzzy network in terms o f its mapping ability is demonstrated. Performance enhancement of the empirical model is sought through incorporation of process knowledge into the identification procedure. The importance of appropriate choice of identification experiments and their role in model enhancement is highlighted through simulation studies. A nonlinear MPC scheme employing the neuro-fuizy models is designed. The utility of this scheme in terms of its wide range of applicability is discussed 1 -INTRODUCTION The development of accurate dynamic models for nonlinear chemical processes is a difficult task. Linearized models work well only within a very narrow band of the operating range. While some work has been carried out to address this problem by employing an array of linear models, it is not always possible to represent the system characteristics within the linear modeling framework. Adequate representation of such complex systems requires the use of nonlinear models that work well over the entire operating regime Mathematical models (based on first principles) of complex nonlinear processes are difficult to develop and are likely to be either too complex or inexact.
-INTRODUCTION
The development of accurate dynamic models for nonlinear chemical processes is a difficult task. Linearized models work well only within a very narrow band of the operating range. While some work has been carried out to address this problem by employing an array of linear models, it is not always possible to represent the system characteristics within the linear modeling framework. Adequate representation of such complex systems requires the use of nonlinear models that work well over the entire operating regime Mathematical models (based on first principles) of complex nonlinear processes are difficult to develop and are likely to be either too complex or inexact.
Considerable focus in recent times has been on the use of empirical models to capture the dynamics of process plants. For nonlinear processes, neural networks have been eminently used to represent the dynamics ([I],
[Q], [IS] ). However, neural networks are based solely on inputoutput data and do not normally incorporate a priori process knowledge. Funy logic based models also have the ability to represent nonlinear dynamics. However, they are based on linguistic rules which maybe non-optimal or incomplete.
Neuro-Fuzzy nfAworks involve the synergistic utilization of the features of both neural networks and funy logic based models. While neural networks, as universal approximators, can capture any nonlinear form d the dynamics, finding a parsinwniouS network structure that would perform the above task is not easy. The use d fuzzy modeling technques withh the neural network framework provides a m&oddogy fm &al structure i d e n t i f i i . several fomrsofswh tAwu&s have been proposed in the l i i u r e ([3], [ll] , [13] , [15] Case S t u e 1: Mackley-Series Glass Differential Delay
Glass Differential Delay equation.
The system considered is the Mackley Series those obtained using a neural network model A discussion on these issues is provided below. By its very design structure, a neuro-fuzzy network permits rational structure identification using techniques like grid or scatter partitioning. The neuro-fuzzy network can be shown under certain assumptions to be functionally equivalent to a radial basis function network 1121. By a similar reasoning, its equivalence to a fuzzy scatter partition system and an ellipsoidal neural network can be easily established in a more general framework [IO] . This functional equivalence lends justification to the assumed function approximatiin abilities of the neurofuzzy network. The ability of a neuro-fuzzy network to incorporate a priori process knowledge in the form of a structural link is easily proved through its equivalence to a fuzzy rule based system. it has been shown that a neural network with sufficient number of hidden layer neurons is insensitive to the number of such nodes. In most cases this sufficient number is non-optimal and leads to over-fMing. This makes it necessary to employ pruning techniques like optimal brain surgeon to remove low weight connections and thereby improve generalized performance.
Further, the data driven tuning of the membership functions, which in the neural network framework could be thought of as an optimization of the activation function, provides an additional tuning parameter to carry out the nonlinear mapping. This direct approach eliminates the need for the use of techniques like GA to determine the optimal activation functions. The combination of both these factors results in faster training of the neuro-fuzzy model as compared to backpropagation neural networks. A comparison Q€ infining time and number o f iterations is provided in Table 1 . To begin with, the number ob hidden layer nodes forthe neural network model was cf" to bethe m e as the number ofrules d t h e neum-fuzzy network. Subsequent pruning of the network is carried out for good generalized p&" The total naural network training time is the sum of i) network training time and ii) network pruning time.
Neuro-Fuzzy modeling for identification and control

In recent times a number of researchers have studied the ability of neural networks to carry out mapping of dynamic systems ([I], [8], [15], 1171). However, limited attention has
been focused on the improvement o f the empirical model by suitable choice of identification procedures. Some work in this regard has been carried out in [4] employing neural networks. In this section we shall investigate the ability of the neuro-fuzzy model to map complex nonlinear dynamic systems. The influence of the identification setup on the nature of the neuro-fuzzy model obtained is also probed. A representative multiple input multiple output pH neutralization system is considered for the purpose of our study.
Case Study 2: pH Neutralization System
The pH Process
Control of the pH process is complicated by the existence of severe nonlinearities. In most pH systems the gain varies by an order of magnitude of nearly 100-1 50 over a modest pH range which complicates modeling and control strategies for the process. The system under consideration here is a MlMO system with acid and base flaws as manipulated inputs and level and pH as the controlled outputs. The values of the system parameters and the equations for the simulation model have been borrowed from [7] and [I51
Identification
Based on the difference in time scales of the responses of the two outputs, it was decided to employ MISO structures for each output. The model structure selected is a general NARX model relating the output y(k) in terms of the past outputs and the past inputs.
Five candidate model structures (Table 2) were chosen for both level and pH. For identification of such complex systems design of a suitable signal is necessary. The signal should be such so as to cause 'persistent excitation' of the plant. Details pertaining to the design of suitable signals for identification are provided in [SI. We shall investigate the effectiveness of the choice of identification procedures by considering two sub-cases as shown in the following subsections
Experiment4
In this case we employ a random signal to collect inputoutput data. Suitable values for signal amplitude, switch time and length of the signal are selected based on process characteristics and signal design guidelines. Some guidelines to this extent are specified in [I91 Each of the five candidate models (Table 2 ) were trained and validated over the same training and validation data sets. Gaussian membership functions were employed for each input so as to retain validity of the functional equivalence established. Some steady state data was also included to ensure reasonable steady state performance. Based on its superior cross validation performance model M-2 was chosen as the appropriate model structure for both level and pH. The cross validation results for level and pH models are shown in Figure 3 . While cross validation results for level are reasonable, those obtained for pH are poor. This is expected as while level is only mildly nonlinear, the pH process is highly nonlinear. Poor cross validation results for pH are due to poor distribution of data especially in the regions of high gain. (Figures 4(a) , 4(b) and 4(c))
Experiment-2
In order to improve model quality, we have incorporated process knowledge available into the design of suitable signals for identification. A perturbation test on pH ( Figures  4(b) and 4(c) ) shows the wide variation of gains. From the experiments performed, it was determined that the high gain regions of the pH process lay in two regimes, between 7.8-8.5 and 5.54.
To obtain a better distribution of the data points, a random amplitudmultiple mean signal was employed.
The signal mean switched between the centers of the two high gain regions and the neutralization point. The distribution of pH employing the modified perturbation test is shown in Figure 5(a) .
A similar procedure as the one in 3.21 was employed and the model structure M-2 was determined to be the optimal structure among the candidate model structures for bath level and pH. Training was carried out with the same number of data points as earlier and the resulting cross validation result for pH is shown in Figure   5 w .
The cross validation results obtained using the proposed strategy show a marked improvement in performance of the model arising primarily due to the equitable distribution of data points and thereby enabling a more representative mapping of the process dynamics.
Neural and neuro-fuzzy networks
To analyze the performance of the neuro-fuzq model in relation to other empirical model structures in terms of dynamic mapping capability, a comparison was carried out for the same number of training iterations with an optimal neural network. The performance of the MISO pH neural network model is shown in Figure 6 . Evidently the neurofuzzy model shows much better performance in terms of the mapping capability. The reasoning for this superior mapping capability is similar to that outlined in section 2.1.
Control
The two identified MISO neuro-fuzzy models are employed in a nonlinear MPC scheme for control of the MIMO pH process involving the minimization of the objective function Figure 7((a)-(d) ). The neuro-fu;n MPC scheme shows good performance over a wide range of pH both in terms of set point tracking as well as disturbance rejection.
Conclusion
The ability of neuro-funy networks to map nonlinear dynamics has been illustrated by means of two representative case studies. The influence of identification proceduresincorpoMion of process' knowledge and suitable choice of identification signals, on the quality of the model obtained is analyzed. A representatiie nonlinear process in a MlMO pH neutralization system was studied to reflect the significance of this choice. The superior mapping capabilities o f the n e u d u n y network as compared to conventional neural networks is highlighted and some reasons for the same are provided. The neurofuzzy models constructed in the pH neutralization case study are employed in a nonlinear MPC scheme for control of both level and pH. The devised scheme shows good p&ormance over a wide range af operation of pH. (seconds) 
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